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ABSTRACT
PTX3 is a component of the humoral arm of innate immunity and an extrinsic oncosuppressor gene taming
tumor-promoting inflammation. Here, we show that two enhancers differently regulate PTX3 expression:
enhancer 1, located 230 kb upstream of PTX3 promoter, mediated the action of inflammatory
transcription factors; and enhancer 2, encompassing PTX3 second exon, was implicated in pre-initiation
complex assembly. Polycomb repressive complex 2 silenced these regulatory elements and the promoter
in basal condition. Enhancer 1 was epigenetically inactivated in early colorectal cancer (CRC) stages, while
the promoter and enhancer 2 showed increasingly DNA methylation during CRC progression from
adenomas to stage II and III CRC. Inhibition of DNA methylation rescued PTX3 expression in CRC. Finally,
enhancer 1 acquired the binding of STAT3 in stage I CRC, and inhibition of STAT3 phosphorylation
restored PTX3 activity and decreased enhancer 1 methylation. Thus, the expression of PTX3 is under the
control of two enhancers, which emerge as important fine regulators of PTX3 expression in inflammation
and cancer.
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Introduction

The long pentraxin-3 (PTX3) is a component of the humoral
arm of innate immunity, playing non-redundant roles in innate
resistance against selected microbes and in the regulation of
inflammation and tissue remodeling.1-4 PTX3 is produced by
different cell types, including various myeloid cells (dendritic
cells, monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils), epithelial cells,
vascular and lymphatic endothelial cells, and mesenchymal cells
(e.g., fibroblasts and adipocytes), upon exposure to inflamma-
tory signals (e.g., TNFa, IL-1b) and TLR agonists (e.g., LPS,
OmpA).2,4-6 The kinetics of PTX3 induction is rapid and tran-
sient in most in vitro and in vivo inflammatory conditions.2,4,7

Recently, it was found that PTX3 has a key role in cancer-related
inflammation (CRI), acting as an extrinsic oncosuppressor gene,
dampening CRI through the regulation of the complement cas-
cade.8 PTX3-deficient mice showed increased susceptibility to
carcinogenesis, and PTX3 gene was silenced in selected human
tumors (e.g., CRC and leiomyosarcoma) by DNA methylation
of the promoter and a putative enhancer.8 However, the mecha-
nisms underlying the regulation of PTX3 expression by these
regulatory regions have not been addressed yet.

Enhancers are fundamental DNA elements that can deter-
mine tissue-specific gene expression. Differentiated cells have a
unique repertoire of enhancers9-11 dictated by the activation of

different TFs that work in a cell-type-specific fashion and under
specific conditions.12,13 They act in cis or in trans, forming a
chromatin loop with the promoter of the target genes and pro-
moting the recruitment of the transcriptional machinery to
activate genes.14 Recent studies revealed that enhancers are
involved in many aspects of the immune response, such as
defining tissue-resident macrophage identity,15,16 and mediat-
ing the effect of STATs in helper T cell differentiation.17

In an effort to characterize themechanisms underlying the reg-
ulation of PTX3 expression by regulatory regions, we character-
ized PTX3 enhancers and investigated their mode of action. Here,
we show that the expression of PTX3 in inflammation is governed
by a promoter and two enhancers, which play different roles in
gene transcription: enhancer 1 amplifies the effects of inflamma-
tory transcription factors (TFs), while enhancer 2 regulates PTX3
transcription through the recruitment of a key component of the
pre-initiation complex. Silencing of these regulatory elements
through DNA methylation occurs in a stage-specific manner in
CRC and is responsible for downregulation of PTX3. In addition,
STAT3 is responsible of DNA methylation of enhancer 1 in an
early stage of cancer progression.

Thus, this study shows the role of enhancers and their
epigenetic modifications in modulating PTX3 expression in
healthy and pathological conditions.
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Results

Identification of two enhancers regulating PTX3
expression in inflammatory conditions

We previously showed that PTX3 expression is silenced in
selected human cancers through methylation of the promoter
and a putative enhancer encompassing the second exon.8 In
order to address the role of enhancers in regulating PTX3
expression, we examined a chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP)-sequence (ChIP-seq) data set for H3K4me1 and
H3K27Ac, two histone modifications that define active
enhancers, in CRC compared to healthy epithelium.18 We then
used the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool
(GREAT), a web-tool that assigns biological meaning to a set of
non-coding genomic regions,19 and we found two active
enhancers potentially associated with PTX3 gene in healthy
colon epithelium. The first, named enhancer 1, is
located 230 kb upstream of the PTX3 gene promoter
(chr3:156,893,570-156,894,644). The second, named enhancer
2, is located 350 bp downstream the PTX3 Transcription Start
Site (TSS) and encompasses the second PTX3 exon
(chr3:157,154,796-157,156,606) (Fig. S1A).

The analysis of these two enhancers revealed that the central
region of enhancer 1 is well conserved among species (frog,
chicken, opossum, dog, rat, mouse, rhesus macaque, and
human), and the enhancer 2 is conserved in mouse, rhesus
macaque and dog (Fig. S1B).

To address the functional activity of these enhancers and
confirm the association suggested by GREAT, we examined the
profile of histone markers of with these regions in PTX3-
expressing cells. Human primary macrophages, the fibrosar-
coma cell line 8387, and colonic epithelial HCoEpiC cells were
treated for 4 h with TNFa, a pro-inflammatory cytokine rapidly
inducing PTX3 in several cell types,2,20 and then ChIP assays
was performed to determine the levels of the histone markers
characterizing active (H3K4me1, H3K27Ac) and inactive
(H3K27me3) enhancers11,21 (Fig. 1A and Figs. S2A and B). For
enhancer 1, we analyzed the distribution of these histone
markers in three different regions: in a central region (chr3:
156893578–156893704), the most conserved among species,
and two 500 bp flanking regions (Fig. 1A and Fig. S2A); seven
consecutive regions were analyzed in enhancer 2. For the pro-
moter, a CG-enriched region and the TSS were analyzed and
the enrichment of markers that characterize active promoters

Figure 1. Identification of PTX3 enhancers by histone modification analysis. (A) Analysis of H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9Ac, H3K27Ac, and H3K27me3 histone modifications
at enhancer 1, promoter and enhancer 2 by ChIP in human macrophages in basal and inflammatory conditions (TNFa 20 ng/mL, 4h). Results are expressed as fold change
relative to IgG (N D 3 experiments). �p � 0.05; Student’s t-test. (B) Analysis by RT-qPCR of PTX3 mRNA expression in HCoEpic and 8387 cells and in human macrophages
in basal condition and after TNFa treatment (20 ng/mL, 4h). PTX3 mRNA expression is expressed as mean § SEM (N D 2 experiments). �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01; Student’s t-
test. (C) Correlation analysis between the enrichment of H3K27Ac on enhancer 1 and the expression of PTX3 mRNA in HCoEpic and 8387 cells and in macrophages. N D 4
experiments for macrophages and 8387 cells and N D 2 for normal human colonic cells.
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(H3K4me3, H3K9Ac, and H3K27Ac) was used as positive con-
trol of the experiment. The enrichment of histone markers in
genomic regions nearby those of interest was considered the
negative control. As shown in Fig. 1A and Figs. S2A and B, we
found that the two enhancers switched from an inactive
(H3K4me1low, H3K27Aclow, H3K27me3high) to an active state
(H3K4me1high, H3K27Achigh, H3K27me3low) after treatment
with TNFa in the three cell types analyzed. Also the promoter
switched to an active state (H3K4me3high, H3K9Achigh, and
H3K27Achigh) upon TNFa treatment. In enhancer 1, the cen-
tral region (chr3: 156,893,578–156,893,704) had higher levels
of histone markers compared with the two flanking regions,
indicating that the central region is the effective enhancer, as
also suggested by evolutionary conservation of this genomic
region (Fig. S1B).

Furthermore, we found a strong and positive correlation
between PTX3 RNA expression in the three cell types analyzed
after stimulation with TNFa and H3K27ac enrichment in the
enhancer 1 (r D 0.9992; p D 0.0176) (Figs. 1B and C), but not
in enhancer 2 and promoter (not shown), suggesting a major
role of enhancer 1 in mediating the effects of inflammatory TFs
on gene transcription.

Taken together, these results suggest that the two enhancers
identified are involved in the induction of PTX3 expression in
response to sterile inflammation.

Characterization of the factors interacting with PTX3
enhancers

In order to define the mode of action of the two PTX3
enhancers, we next evaluated the presence of TF-binding motifs
within these regulatory elements. In silico analysis revealed
binding motifs for several TFs on enhancer 1, and among
them, many involved in the activation of inflammatory and
immune responses, including the NF-kB subunit RelA, c-Jun,
c-Fos, PU.1, and SP.1, known to regulate the activity of PTX3
promoter.22,23 To validate the functional role of these predicted
binding motifs, we analyzed by ChIP assay the presence of
these TFs in PTX3 enhancers and promoter in human macro-
phages and 8387 cells (Fig. 2A) in basal conditions and after
TNFa stimulation. As shown in Fig. 2A, TNFa treatment
induced the binding of all the inflammatory TFs tested to the
PTX3 promoter. The binding of TFs to enhancer 1 differed in
the two cell types analyzed: SP.1 and PU.1 were enriched on
enhancer 1 only in macrophages, while c-Jun was found only
in 8387 cells. Moreover, an enrichment of NF-kB on enhancer
2 was observed in macrophages but not in 8387 cells (Fig. 2A),
suggesting that this enhancer, although not having binding
motifs for this TF, could be under control of NF-kB in this cell
type through indirect binding.

Enhancers are transcriptional activators that can regulate the
recruitment of RNA Polymerase (Pol) II also through the direct
interaction with the components of the preinitiation complex
(known also as PIC complex).24,25 Thus, we investigated the
possible direct interaction of PTX3 enhancers with PIC by ana-
lyzing the binding of the transcription initiation factor TAF1
(also named TAF II p250), the main Tata Binding Protein
(TBP)-associated factor, by ChIP assay. We found that TNFa
induced the binding of TAF1 only on enhancer 2, suggesting a

role of this regulatory element in the assembly of PIC (Fig. 2B).
We also observed enrichment of RNA Pol II, a marker of active
enhancers and promoters,26 on both enhancers and promoter
of PTX3 after treatment with TNFa (Fig. 2B), in agreement
with the activation of these regulatory elements in the presence
of an inflammatory stimulus.

In basal conditions, PTX3 regulatory elements were enriched
in H3K27me3 (Fig. 1A), a repressive histone mark. Polycomb
repressive complex 2 (PRC2) is a main player in the deposition
of this histone mark,27 and PRC2 inactivation was shown to be
required for an inflammatory response to microbial products.28

We thus analyzed the role of this complex in silencing the regu-
latory regions of PTX3 in basal condition by addressing the
binding of PRC2 to PTX3 regulatory elements in macrophages
and 8387 cells. ChIP assay performed using antibodies target-
ing SUZ12 and EZH2, the two major Polycomb group (PcG)
subunits, revealed an enrichment of PCR2 subunits on PTX3
enhancers and promoter in basal condition, which was signifi-
cantly reduced in TNFa-treated macrophages (Fig. 3A) and
8387 cells (Fig. S3).

To confirm the functional role of PRC2 in the regulation of
PTX3 expression in basal conditions, we treated 8387 cells with
GSK343, an inhibitor of EZH2 activity.29,30 GSK343 treatment
significantly increased PTX3 mRNA levels (from 2.3 £ 10¡3 §
5.8£ 10¡4 2̂.DCt to 7£ 10¡3 § 2.5£ 10¡3 2̂.DCt, pD 0.01). Fur-
thermore, GSK343 treatment significantly reduced the levels of
H3K27me3 on both enhancers and the promoter and increased
the enrichment of RNA Pol II and TAF1 on enhancer 2
(Fig. 3B).

To further assess the importance of PTX3 enhancer 2 in the
regulation of PTX3, we addressed whether PTX3 single-nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) (rs2305619, rs3816527, rs1840680)
located in and close to this regulatory region, and previously
reported to influence PTX3 expression,31,32 affected histone
mark levels on enhancer 2. In monocyte-derived macrophages,
these SNPs in enhancer 2 affected the expression of PTX3 in
basal condition (Fig. S4A) and the enrichment of TAF1 and
H3K27AC in the central region of enhancer 2 (Figs. S4B
and C).

Taken together, these findings provide evidence that
enhancer 1 mediates the effect of inflammatory TFs on PTX3
expression and enhancer 2 is implicated in the assembly of PIC
complex, and that in the absence of inflammatory stimuli,
PRC2 silences these regulatory elements and the PTX3
promoter.

PTX3 enhancers are inactivated by DNA methylation in
colorectal cancer

We recently reported that PTX3 is silenced in many tumors
through DNA methylation of the promoter and one regulatory
region that we have identified as enhancer 2.8 Here, we investi-
gated whether DNA methylation impaired also the activity of
enhancer 1 in tumors, and defined whether this epigenetic
modification was associated with a specific stage of carcinogen-
esis. To this aim, we analyzed the methylation level of enhancer
1 in six different mesenchymal and epithelial human tumors
(Fig. 4A) and in CRC at different stages of progression (low-
and high-grade adenomas, CRC stage I, II, and III) (Fig. 4B).
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Methylated-CpG island recovery assay (MIRA) revealed that
enhancer 1, unmethylated (5%) in the healthy condition, was
hypermethylated (46%) in low-grade adenoma, high-grade ade-
noma and stage I CRC (Fig. 4B). In contrast, enhancer 1
showed a hypomethylated (10.3% and 7.5%) pattern in patients
with CRC at stage II and III (Fig. 4B). This pattern of DNA
methylation was different from that observed in enhancer 2
that showed hypomethylation (1.46% and 7.36%,) in low- and
high-grade adenoma, and hypermethylation (79.5%, 129.2%,
and 113.3%) in CRC stages I, II, and III (Fig. 4B).

The analysis of the distribution of H3K4me1,
H3K27me3, and H3K27ac in CRC samples also showed
that the activity of the two enhancers was modified during
tumor progression: enhancer 1 was highly enriched in the
repressive histone mark H3K27me3 in patients with CRC at

stage I, whereas enhancer 2 acquired this epigenetic mark
in CRC stage II and III. In all tumor stages, both enhancers
had low levels of H3K27Ac (Fig. 4C). To address the rele-
vance of these epigenetic modifications in PTX3 silencing,
we next treated CRC cells (RKO and HCT116 cell lines)
with the inhibitor of DNA methylation 5-Aza-20-deoxycyti-
dine (50AZA-dC) and with the inhibitor of histone deacety-
lases trichostatin A (TSA). As shown in Fig. 5A, the
treatment with 50AZA-dC rescued PTX3 mRNA expression
in both CRC cell lines to levels similar to those detected in
healthy colon cells in basal conditions and strongly upregu-
lated it in TNFa-treated cells. In contrast, TSA did not
affect PTX3 mRNA levels in CRC cells in basal or inflam-
matory conditions, suggesting a dominant role of DNA
methylation on histone deacetylation in silencing PTX3

Figure 2. Analysis of inflammatory TFs and transcription preinitiation complexes regulating PTX3 enhancer activity. (A) ChIP assay for inflammatory TFs [NF-kB (p65),
c-Fos, c-Jun, Sp1, and Pu.1] in macrophages (top panel) and 8387 cells (bottom panel) in basal and inflammatory (TNFa 20 ng/mL, 4 h) conditions. (B) ChIP assay for TAF1
and RNA Pol II in macrophages in basal and inflammatory conditions. Regions analyzed are reported in the upper part of the panels. Results are expressed as fold change
relative to IgG and as mean § SEM (N D 2 experiments). �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, ���p � 0.001; Student’s t-test.
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Figure 3. PRC2 complex regulates RNA Polymerase II binding on PTX3 regulatory regions. (A) ChIP assay for EZH2 and Suz12 in macrophages in basal and inflammatory
(TNFa 20 ng/mL, 4 h) conditions. (B) ChIP assay for H3K27me3, RNA Pol II and TAF1 in 8387 cells in basal condition and after stimulation with GSK343 1 mM for 48 h.
Regions analyzed are reported in the upper part of the panels. Results are expressed as fold change relative to IgG and as mean (N D 2 experiments). �p � 0.05, ��p �
0.01; Student’s t-test.
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enhancers. 50AZA-dC was sufficient to induce the activation
of enhancer 2 in basal conditions, as shown by enrichment
of H3K27Ac and H3K4m1 in ChIP assay, whereas we did
not observe changes in the activity of enhancer 1 and pro-
moter after treatment with 50AZA-dC alone (Fig. 5B and

Fig. S5). However, enhancer 1 became active after co-treat-
ment with 50AZA-dC and TNFa in RKO cells, showing an
enrichment of H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac and NF-kB
(13.13%, 29.2%, and 32%, respectively), and enhancer 2 was
further enriched of H3K27Ac (Fig. 5B and Fig. S5).

Figure 4. PTX3 epigenetic modifications in human cancers. (A, B) Analysis by Methylated CpG Island Recovery Assay (MIRA) of the percentage of methylation enrichment
of PTX3 regulatory regions in human mesenchymal and epithelial tumors (A) and CRC (B) and in their healthy counterparts. Results are expressed as percentage of enrich-
ment relative to input DNA normalized on a positive control and represented as mean § SEM. (N D 6 samples for human healthy colon, N D 3 samples for low-grade
colon adenoma, N D 5 samples for high-grade adenoma, N D 2 for human healthy counterpart, N D 12–14 for CRC tumor stages). �p <0.05, ��p <0.01, Student’s t-test.
(C) Analysis of H3K4me1, H3K27Ac, and H3K27me3 histone modifications by ChIP in human CRC stages I, II, and III. Results are expressed as fold change relative to IgG
and as mean § SEM. (N D 3 experiments). �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01; Student’s t-test. (A–C) Regions analyzed are reported in the upper part of the panels.
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Furthermore, we observed an enrichment of H3K4me3,
H3K9Ac, and H3K27Ac, and of inflammatory TFs (NF-kB,
c-Fos, and c-Jun) on the promoter (Fig 5B and Fig. S6A).

These findings indicate that the repression of PTX3 in CRC
is associated with hypermethylation at different regulatory
regions depending on the stage of tumor progression, and that
the silencing of enhancer 1 could be a critical effector in this
process in the early stages of carcinogenesis.

Role of STAT3 in PTX3 gene silencing in CRC

As shown in Fig. 4A, enhancer 1 is the first PTX3 regulatory
element which undergoes epigenetic modifications and inacti-
vation during CRC progression by DNA hypermethylation. To
address the molecular mechanism that causes hypermethyla-
tion of enhancer 1 at early stages of intestinal tumorigenesis,
we searched for putative-binding motifs for potentially
involved proteins present in enhancer 1 sequence. Among the
proteins identified using JASPAR matrix models, a putative

STAT3-binding site was predicted in enhancer 1 (gtcctgggtaa;
chr3:156,893,620-156,893,630) (threshold > 80%). We consid-
ered STAT3 a good candidate, because it promotes tumor pro-
liferation, survival, invasion, and immunosuppression,
mediates tumor-promoting inflammation, and has been
reported to recruit the DNA methyltransferase DNMT1.33-35

To test the role of STAT3 in silencing enhancer 1, we first eval-
uated its binding to enhancer 1 in RKO and HCT116 CRC cells
(Fig. 6A and Fig. S7) and in CRC samples at different stages of
progression (stage I, II, and III) (Fig. 6A). As negative controls
we used samples of healthy colon epithelial cells of CRC
patients at each tumor stage and 8387 fibroblastic cells. ChIP
assay showed that STAT3 bound to enhancer 1 in RKO (33%
enrichment) and HCT116 CRC cells (65%), but not in 8387
cells (1.3% enrichment) (Fig. 6A and Fig. S7). In addition, par-
affin-embedded pathology tissue ChIP (PAT-ChIP) assay
showed that STAT3 bound to enhancer 1 in samples from stage
I CRC (23% enrichment), at lower percentage in stage II sam-
ples (9.5%), but not in stage III samples (1.7%). STAT3

Figure 5. Effect of methylation inhibition on PTX3 mRNA expression and enhancer activity. (A) PTX3 mRNA expression by RKO (left panel) and HCT116 (right panel) cells
upon treatment with TSA (150 nM for 48 h) or 5-AZA-dC (15 mM for 72 h) and TNFa (20 ng/mL). Results are expressed as mean § SEM (N D 2 experiments). �p � 0.05,
��p � 0.01, ���p � 0.001; one-way ANOVA. (B) ChIP assay for H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9Ac, H3K27Ac, H3K27me3 in RKO cells upon treatment with TNFa and 50AZA-dC.
Regions analyzed are reported in the upper part of the panels. Results are expressed as fold change relative to IgG and as mean (N D 2 experiments). �,̂,$p � 0.05; ��,̂̂,$$p
� 0.01; ���p <0.001. Student’s t-test. :̂ unstimulated vs. 50AZA-dC; $: 50AZA-dc vs. 50AZA-dCC TNFa; �TNFa vs. 50AZA-dCC TNFa.
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enrichment on enhancer 1 correlated (r D 0.9982, p D 0.02)
with the relative enrichment of methylated DNA of enhancer 1
in tumor stages I–III. In agreement with in silico analysis of
putative TF-binding sites, we did not observe STAT3 binding
to the enhancer 2 (Fig. 6A and Fig. S7). Next, to address the
causal effect of STAT3 binding to enhancer 1, we treated RKO
and HCT116 CRC cells with Stattic, a selective inhibitor of
STAT3,36,37 and analyzed PTX3 expression and the methyla-
tion status of the regulatory elements. As shown in Fig. 6B,
treatment with Stattic in combination with TNFa for 4 h res-
cued PTX3 expression in RKO cells, but was not as efficient as
50AZA-dC. The treatment did not further increase PTX3
expression in 8387 cells (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, treatment with
Stattic alone or in combination with TNFa of RKO cells
decreased DNA methylation levels of PTX3 enhancer 1 (p D
0.02) but not of promoter and enhancer 2 (Fig. 6C).

These findings indicated that STAT3 is involved in silencing
PTX3 at early stages of CRC through the interaction with
enhancer 1, causing its hypermethylation and thus, its
inactivation.

Discussion

The long pentraxin PTX3 is a component of the humoral
innate immunity that plays non-redundant roles in the recogni-
tion and clearance of microbes and in regulating inflammatory
responses. PTX3 expression is induced by inflammatory or
microbial stimuli in several cell types.2,38 Methylation of the
promoter and a putative regulatory region of the long pentraxin
PTX3 gene was recently associated with silencing of PTX3
expression in specific human cancers.8 Since PTX3 has emerged
as an oncosuppressor gene acting as a regulator of CRI, these
results suggest that epigenetic regulation of PTX3 expression is
relevant in human pathology. In this study, we further charac-
terized PTX3 regulatory regions and defined their mode of
action in different PTX3 expressing cell types, and finally
extended the analysis of PTX3 epigenetic modifications associ-
ated with colorectal cancer.

By analyzing ChIP-seq data sets comparing histone modifi-
cations in CRC and healthy epithelium through the GREAT
web-tool,19 in addition to the previously described regulatory

Figure 6. Role of STAT3 in PTX3 epigenetic modification. (A) ChIP assay for STAT3 in RKO and 8387 cells in basal condition and in CRC stage I, II, and III and in their normal
counterparts. Regions analyzed are reported in the upper part of the panels. Results are expressed as fold change relative to IgG and as mean § SEM (N D 2 experiments
for the cell lines and CRC stage II, N D 2 healthy colon samples for each tumor stage and N D 4 for CRC stage I and II). �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, Student’s t-test. (B) PTX3
mRNA expression in RKO and 8387 cells treated with 5-AZA-dC 15 mM for 72 h, Stattic 1 mM for 48 h, and TNFa 20 ng/mL for 4 h, as specified. Results are expressed as
mean § SEM and as fold change of basal conditions (N D 2 experiments). �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, ���p � 0.001; one-way ANOVA (left panel) or Student’s t-test (right
panel). (C) Analysis by MIRA of the percentage of methylation enrichment of PTX3 regulatory regions in RKO cells after treatment with stattic and TNFa as specified.
Results are expressed as percentage of enrichment relative to input DNA normalized on a positive control and represented as mean § SEM. (N D 2 experiments)
�p < 0.05. Student’s t-test.
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region encompassing the second PTX3 exon, we identified a
new enhancer located 230 kb upstream of the PTX3 gene pro-
moter. These two putative enhancers are phylogenetically con-
served in fugu, frog, chicken, opossum, dog, mouse, rat, and
Rhesus macaque, which suggests their relevance in the control
of PTX3 expression. Their functional activity was experimen-
tally confirmed by the analysis of the profile of histone markers
associated with these regions. The analysis was focused on
human primary macrophages, since they are a major source of
PTX3 in inflammatory conditions, on a fibroblastic cell line,
which constitutively produces PTX3 and overexpresses it upon
inflammatory stimulation, and in a cell line of normal colon
epithelium, which was previously used to compare PTX3 epige-
netic modification occurring upon neoplastic transforma-
tion.2,8,20 The results showed that the two enhancers and the
promoter switched from an inactive (H3K4me1low,
H3K27Aclow, H3K27me3high) to an active state (H3K4me1high,
H3K27Achigh, H3K27me3low) in the three different PTX3 pro-
ducing cell types after the treatment with TNFa, suggesting
their involvement in PTX3 gene expression in inflammatory
conditions.

Inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1b and TNFa, and
microbial moieties interacting with TLRs activate the transcrip-
tion of PTX3 gene, promoting the binding of TFs, such as NF-
kB, SP.1, and PU.1 on PTX3 promoter.22,23 In order to define
the mode of action of the two PTX3 enhancers, we thus focused
on TFs involved in inflammatory and immune responses and
predicted to bind with these regulatory elements. NF-kB sub-
unit RelA, c-Jun, c-Fos, PU.1, and SP.1 that were predicted to
interact with the promoter and enhancer 1, but not with
enhancer 2, were indeed all associated with the PTX3 promoter
in macrophages and fibroblasts upon inflammatory stimula-
tion, whereas the binding to enhancer 1 differed in the two cell
types analyzed, with an enrichment of SP.1 and PU.1 in macro-
phages, and of c-Jun in fibroblasts. An enrichment of NF-kB
on enhancer 2 in macrophages suggested that this enhancer
may be under the control of NF-kB through indirect binding in
specific cell types.24 Thus, the binding of these TFs on enhancer
1 and the positive correlation observed between PTX3 RNA
expression and H3K27ac enrichment in the enhancer 1, but
not in enhancer 2, in the different cell types after stimulation
with TNFa, suggest a major role for enhancer 1, together with
the promoter, in regulating gene transcription in inflammatory
conditions. The enhancer 2, although activated after stimula-
tion with TNFa, was not found to bind TFs implicated in
inflammation, suggesting that its activity is not related to these
regulatory proteins.

Recent reports showed that enhancers can be involved in the
recruitment of the transcription preinitiation complex (known
also as PIC) on promoters, and proposed that only upon for-
mation of PIC on enhancers, it moves along the promoter lead-
ing to gene transcription initiation.39 Our results show that
enhancer 2 bound TAF1, a component of PIC in macrophages
and fibroblasts, in basal condition and after TNFa treatment.
Thus, a possible role for enhancer 2 could be the recruitment of
PIC during the activation of PTX3 expression. However, we
cannot rule out the possibility that enhancer 2 is also under
control of TFs. Indeed, we observed the binding of NF-kB on
enhancer 2 after stimulation with TNFa in macrophages, but

not in fibroblasts or epithelial cells, which suggests that this reg-
ulatory element could mediate the action of lineage-specific
TFs.39

PRC2 promotes gene transcription repression, catalyzing the
trimethylation of lysine 27 of histone H3 (H3K27me3).27,40 The
involvement of PRC2 in the modulation of inflammatory
responses has recently been proposed. For instance, a
H3K27me3 demethylase expressed in macrophages in response
to bacterial products and inflammatory cytokines was shown to
bind PcG target genes and regulate their H3K27me3 levels and
transcriptional activity, thus reprogramming the epigenome in
response to inflammation.28 We found in both enhancers
enrichment in basal conditions of H3K27me3, and of SUZ2
and EZH2, the two main subunits of PRC2. In addition, we
observed that pharmacological inhibition of EZH2 reduced the
levels of H3K27me3 on both enhancers and promoter,
increased the enrichment of Pol II and TAF1 on enhancer 2
and was associated with increased PTX3 expression. These
results suggest a direct role for PRC2 in repressing PTX3
expression in basal conditions, and support previous findings
on the role of PRC2 in regulating gene expression changes asso-
ciated with inflammatory responses.41

We have recently observed that PTX3 promoter and enhancer
2 are hypermethylated in selected human cancers, leading to
silencing of PTX3 expression.8 The analysis of PTX3 epigenetic
modification associated to human cancer has been extended here
and showed that enhancer 1 was unmethylated in healthy condi-
tions, hypermethylated in low- and high-grade adenoma, and
stage I CRC, and hypomethylated in stage II and III CRC,
whereas progressively increased promoter and enhancer 2 DNA
methylation was observed in adenomas and CRC stages I and II.
The inhibition of DNA methylation by 50AZA-dC treatment of
CRC cell lines was sufficient to rescue PTX3 mRNA expression
both in basal and inflammatory conditions, thus suggesting a
prominent role of DNA methylation in silencing PTX3 expres-
sion in CRC. The rescue was associated with the activation of
enhancer 2 already in basal conditions and of enhancer 1 and
promoter in inflammatory conditions.

STAT3 is a major TF associated with tumor-promoting
inflammation and immunosuppression,34 and has been
reported to recruit the DNA methyltransferase DNMT1.33,42,43

The results reported here indicate that STAT3 was potentially
involved in PTX3 methylation and silencing at early stages of
intestinal cancer development. Indeed, the binding of STAT3
to enhancer 1 in CRC cell lines and in stage I, II, and III CRC
samples correlated with enhancer 1 DNA methylation, and
treatment with stattic, a selective inhibitor of STAT3 phosphor-
ylation,36,37 increased PTX3 production by CRC cell lines in
inflammatory conditions and reduced enhancer 1 DNA meth-
ylation. These findings indicate that the repression of PTX3 in
CRC is associated with hypermethylation of different regula-
tory regions depending on the stage of tumor progression, and
that STAT3-dependent hypermethylation and silencing of
enhancer 1 could be a critical effector in this process in the
early stages of carcinogenesis.

Three PTX3 SNPs neighboring enhancer 2 are associated
with susceptibility to specific diseases, such as pulmonary
tuberculosis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection in cystic fibro-
sis patients, aspergillosis, and other fungal infections.31,44,45 In
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specific conditions, namely aspergillosis, meningococcus sepsis
(T. Sprong, unpublished result), and myocardial infarction, a
specific haplotype of these three SNPs is also associated with
reduced expression and production of PTX3.31,32 Several
reports showed that SNPs of enhancers could impact on gene
expression by influencing the activity of these regulatory ele-
ments.46,47 Our results, even if preliminary, indicate that this
PTX3 haplotype affects the expression of PTX3 in basal condi-
tion by influencing the activity of the enhancer 2 and suggest
that this mechanism could impact on the susceptibility to spe-
cific pathologic conditions associated with PTX3 genetic var-
iants. Further studies on larger populations will be needed to
confirm this potential mechanism of regulation of PTX3
expression associated with PTX3 haplotypes.

PTX3 plays a regulatory role in acute and chronic inflamma-
tory conditions and in tissue repair processes, by interacting
with P-selectin,3 modulating complement activation,48 and
remodeling provisional fibrin-rich extracellular matrix.4 Future
studies are required to assess whether epigenetic modifications
of the enhancers characterized here are responsible of PTX3
gene silencing in specific chronic inflammatory conditions or
in specific patients.

The results presented here show that the expression of PTX3
is under the control of two enhancers, and that their hyperme-
thylation is responsible for silencing of PTX3 in CRC in stage
specific manner. Thus, these genetic elements emerge as impor-
tant players in the fine regulation of PTX3 expression in physi-
ological and pathological conditions.

Materials and methods

Bioinformatics tools

Putative cis-regulatory regions of PTX3 were identified with
GREAT.19 PTX3 enhancer conservation was investigated with
Evolutionary Conserved Regions (ECRs) browser.49

We used the matrix-scan program of regulatory sequence
analysis tools (RSAT) to detect transcription factor binding
sites (TFBS) (http://rsat.sb-roscoff.fr/) that reports individual
motifs and cis-regulatory-elements-enriched regions (CRERs).
Individual sites were predicted using the position weight matrix
(PWM) of five selected TF motifs and filtered using a threshold
on a p-value of 2.5e¡04. CRERs 30 and 500 bp-long and with a
significance of at least two [¡log10(p-value)] were analyzed.
For matrix-scan, we chose first-order Markov chain back-
ground model learned on human gene upstream no-orf
sequences. TFBS motifs in the regions of our interest were also
identified using Encode database (https://genome.ucsc.edu/
ENCODE/).

Human monocytes and cell lines

Human monocytes were obtained from buffy coats of healthy
donors as described32 and differentiated to macrophages by
adding 100 ng/mL M-CSF. When specified, monocytes were
collected from healthy donors previously genotyped for the
PTX3 SNPs, as described.32

The 8387 fibrosarcoma and microsatellite instable CRC cell
lines (RKO and HCT116) were from ATCC; HCoEpiC was

from ScienceCell Research Laboratories. When specified, cells
were treated with the epigenetic modifier 5-AZA-dC (15 mM)
for 72 h, TSA (150 nM) for 48 h, GSK343 (1 mM) (all from
Sigma-Aldrich) for 48 h, then washed and stimulated with
TNFa 20 ng/mL for 4 h.

Gene expression analysis

Total RNA (1 mg) extracted using TRIzol (Ambion) was
reverse transcribed using the high-capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems). PTX3 gene expression
was quantified by RT-qPCR performed in triplicate in the pres-
ence of the SYBR green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems)
and specific oligonucleotides (see Table S1), using the 7900HT
Fast RT-PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Data were analyzed
with the D2CT method (SDS 2.2.2 software, Applied Biosys-
tems) and normalized on GAPDH expression.

ChIP, PAT-ChIP and MIRA assays

ChIP and PAT-ChIP assays were performed as described.50,51

Briefly, the chromatin obtained from 12 £ 106 cells or 5 £ 10-
mm-thick FFPE tissue sections was sonicated to obtain
200¡400 bp chromatin fragments, then immunoprecipitated at
4�C overnight with the following antibodies: anti-H3, anti-
H3K27ac and anti-H3K4me1 (Abcam), anti-H3K4me3 (Active
Motif), anti-H3K27me3, anti-NF-kB p65 (RelA), anti-EZH2
and anti-SUZ12 (Millipore-Upstate), anti-Pol II (N-20), anti
TAF II p250, and anti STAT3 (C-20) (Santa Cruz biochemis-
try). Rabbit IgG (Millipore) was used as negative control. The
immunoprecipitated DNA was analyzed by RT-PCR, using the
primers listed in Table S1. Signals obtained from the ChIP sam-
ples were normalized on signals obtained from corresponding
input, according to the formula 100 £ 2̂(input Ct¡sample Ct), and
then expressed as fold change relative to IgG. MIRA assay was
performed as described,8 using primers listed in Table S1.

Tissue samples

Paraffin-embedded tissues from oncologic Caucasian patients
who underwent resection surgery at Humanitas Clinical and
Research Center were examined for PTX3 gene epigenetic mod-
ification. The study included the following cases: 3 angiomyo-
sarcomas, 5 leiomyosarcomas, 5 synovial sarcomas, 5 solitary
fibrous tumors, 5 chordomas, 5 gastrointestinal stromal
tumors, 3 desmoid tumors, 6 squamous cell carcinoma, 5 high-
grade adenomas, 10 stage I, 10 stage II, 10 stage III, and 10
stage IV CRC. The Institutional Review Board approved this
study.

Adenoma laser microdissection was performed as
described.8

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the Student’s t-test and
ANOVA; a value of p< 0.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant. In DNA methylation studies on cancer samples, outliers
were identified and eliminated using GraphPad Prism version
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6. Statistics were calculated with GraphPad Prism version 6
(GraphPad Software).
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